Morphological and functional changes of mitochondria from density separated trout erythrocytes.
Density separated trout erythrocytes, using a discontinuous Percoll gradient, yielded three distinct subfractions (top, middle and bottom) since older cells are characterized by increasing density. Cells from each subfraction were incubated with mitochondria-specific fluorescent probe Mitotracker and JC-1 in order to assess mitochondrial mass and membrane potential by means of cytofluorimetric analysis, confocal microscopy and subsequent computer-aided image analysis allowing a detailed investigation at single cell level. Both cytofluorimetric data and image analysis revealed changes in size and redistribution of mitochondria starting from the light fraction to the bottom. In particular in young erythrocytes small mitochondria were detected localized exclusively around the nucleus in a crown-like shape, the middle fraction revealed enlarged mitochondria partially scattered throughout the cytosol, whereas the last fraction represented again mitochondria with reduced size being distinctly dispersed throughout the cytosol in the cells. Concerning membrane potential considerations, our study revealed a dramatic decrease of DeltaPsi(m) in the bottom layer cell mitochondria compared to the top and unusual membrane potential increase of a subpopulation of enlarged mitochondria. DeltapH was also investigated in the three fractions by pretreating the cells with nigericin, allowing to confirm a mitochondrial energetic impairment in older cells.